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1) 

More than 2500  investigations have been published in the scientific literature, 

which show, on the basis of measurements, that the influence of CO2 on 

Earth’s climate is unimportant. 

As opposed, ZERO works exist, which would show, on the basis of 

measurements, a substantial influence of CO2 on climate. 

2) 

The official propaganda claims that only a small amount of CO2 could be 

emitted before a 2 degree warming occurs. 

This is complete nonsense. In every reservoir with inflow and outflow an 

equilibrium occurs, at which the filling level of the reservoir is determined by 

the INFLOW RATE  ( amount of inflow per unit time ), not the inflow amount. 

 Thus we can emit CO2 as long as we want, at constant rate, and the 

concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere will not change at all. 

3) 

 The official propaganda claims that „extreme wheather events“ which cause 

dammage, increase with warming. 

The contrary is correct: The wheather becomes more quiet with warming 

(extreme wheather events increase with cooling. Example: Storms increase in 

autumn ). This is due to the different water vapour contents of the atmosphere 

in the tropics and in the arctics. T 





                 Locations of Temperature Proxies  

 

 

Green: tree rings, Blue: ice cores, Red: speleothems ( stalagmites etc. ), 

Magenta: sediments, Black: other 

 



2000 years of global climate from proxies



 

 

The 3 natural cycles:  Eddy cycle  1033 years; Babich cycle  463 years; 

De Vries cycle  190 years 



 

Proxy temperatures ( grey ), and principal cycles. 

Eddy cycle: black, Babich cycle: blue, De Vries cycle: green 



 

           2000 years Earth climate and climate cycles 



 

 

 

 

 

 Thus, the warming from 1870 to now is 

NOT due to human influence. 

 BUT TO THE 3 MAIN CLIMATE CYCLES!  



Solar activity from 8000 years of 10Be and 14C abundances



Recent global temperatures



Neural network prediction of recent temperatures from
proxies










